Gunnebo OccuLinq Occupancy Manager
Occupancy management mobile app, with access control and digital
signage integration for automated implementation of social distancing

OccuLinq Occupancy Manager

Features and Functionality

Gunnebo’s OccuLinq app provides
complete occupancy management and
monitoring with full visibility of your store’s
customer count in real-time. Available for
all mobile devices supporting iOS and
Android operating systems.

• Monitor occupancy of one or several zones (one
or multiple banks of gates and/or people counting
cameras can be used to monitor a zone)
• Inform visitors and lock gates (optional) if capacity
is exceeded – return to previous gate mode when
capacity available (5 people hysteresis)
• Assign custom names to zones
• Display synchronised information on information
screens across multiple entry points (to the same zone)
• Easily add additional information screens in e.g. backoffice
• Get an aggregated view of all zones (see which/how
many zones that are full/critical) and detailed zone
information in the app
• Clear visual indications if a zone is close to the capacity
limit or has reached its max capacity
• Reset counters manually or auto-reset counters at night
• Override / adjust counters to real life conditions without
losing original data

Designed for seamless integration with other solutions in
the OccuSense product family, the app can be used to
communicate with cameras, digital signage displays or
access control functions within entrance gates.
Control your occupancy levels for your entire premises,
or specific zones within it, while providing your customers
with visual feedback and/or physical access control based
on the safe occupancy limits you have implemented to
comply with social distancing recommendations.
OccuLinq SpeedGate Integration and Control
OccuLinq is designed for seamless
integration with our SpeedStile entrance
gates, which provide both access control
and people counting functions via the app.
The SpeedStile gates track the number of passages in
and out of the store entrance or zones, providing real-time
occupancy data that is synchronized with the app to lock
and prevent entry when safe maximum capacity is reached.
OccuSense Dual Lens People Counting Camera
Mounted over a store entrance or exit, the
dual-lens camera enables the stereo vision
to accurately track the 3D positions of
objects moving across the field of view.
Adults or children, single individuals or groups can be
distinguished from non-human objects such as shopping
carts and strollers, providing accurate counting analytics
even at the busiest and most congested times.
OccuLinq receives and synchronizes real-time data from
the camera, which then links to access control functions
of entrance gates and updates digital signage displays to
control the flow of people in and out of your store.
OccuSign Digital Signage Displays
OccuSign is a POS digital signage
solution, designed to enable social
distancing and occupancy management
of your retail premises.
When synchronized with the OccuLinq app, your
customers are presented with real-time visual feedback on
safe available capacity at your store entrance or specific
zones within it.

Take advantage of our knowledge:
www.gunneboentrancecontrol.com

People Counting and Social Distancing
Social distancing has now become
a standard public health intervention
around the world. Retail businesses and
particularly supermarkets are among the
few of places that have remained open
during the pandemic and lockdown as they are deemed
essential, but accordingly have introduced their own
policies to keep customers at an appropriate distance.
A people-counting solution is the ideal occupancy tool
for supermarkets and retail stores. It easily measures and
monitors occupancy levels in real-time by anonymously
tracking the number of people entering and exiting a store,
providing customers and staff with a safer environment.

